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I. Introduction

High energy radiation from Cygnus X-3 detected by observations

of extended atmospheric showers (EAS) ~ and of underground muons

2 encounters with a number of difficulties if Interpreted as

У" -radiation.

i) Showers produced by У -quanta should be muon-poor compar-

ing with ha'dron showers, since the latter pass a stage of nuclear

cascade with a muon component generated by T - and K-meson decay.

Gamma-ray induced showers are featured by the ratio Q^ ~ (Mu/fc'c)3
s

Яг 0.001, while from hadrons RA^ & [A£u///eh ~ 0.03 where Ne

and A/u, ere the numoer of electrons and inuons in the shower at the

зеа level, reapectiveiy. It was observed in experiments and

that the showers from Cygnu3 X-3 ore characterized by the values of

R. close to Kt. for nuclear showers. Electromagnetic showers

with Rju.^ 0.001 were selected in Akeno experiment ' . 18 showers

of which 7 are attributed to the source, were registered during the

observation tine from 1981 to 1984 iiiside the resolution angle

(T6^3°. They are in a broad phase interval 0.45-0.8. Even if

these events were interpreted as a real flux but not as an upper

limit, tho initial gamma ray flux from Cygnus X-3 at E ^.1.10 Ge7

would be jy «(1.1+O.4).1O*
1
V

2
s*

1
 while the total flux of pri-

v шагу particles (without the fL selection) at В >1.10 GeV accord-

\ ing to WavemPork observations for 1984 gave 7.10~ *«гГ*"з , i.e.

(; by о factor of 6 higher. The same energy flux in the Kiel measure-

'f oents but in 1976-19/9 and at another phase (0.3-0.4) was even

higher: 1*6.10" ̂ cra" s" ° • The contradiction of these data can

; be resolved if one assunec that at least the sajor part of SAS

obacrved from Cygnus Х-Э at К > 1.10 ОшЧ is not caused by ganoa-t.



rays.

i i ) 11-..gh-energy gamma rays are absorbed as 2.7°K relic radiat-
* - 14

ion аз a result of Y+ Y>et ~* С +£ . The absorption maximum

takes place at £y fs 2.10 eV and results in a decrease of the

flux by a factor of К * 4.5 (for з distance from the зоигсе Ъ
 ж

1—8

13 fepc). По зисЬ a feature is observed .

iii) The underground muon flux " ̂  лаз a 3t,rong zenith angle

dependence: it is detected when in the direction detector - Cygnu3

1-3 there is a minimum depth of the matter and there is no aucii

effect at a larger depth. These observations are interpreted аз в

result of muon productio:: in the агяюзрдеге (however, we will not

restrict ourselves in this paper to 3uch interpretation). In the

case of atmospheric production the mean energy of detected muons

can be estimated from the depth of the traversed matter: it is

f^u* 5 TeV in the NUSEX experiment and Е
м
 я: О.бЗ'^ог Soudan. The

time averaged muon flux from Cygnus X-3 measured in theee experi-

ments is г.Э.КГ^са^а"
1
 (NUSEX) and г.З.Ю'^сш"^"

1
 (Soudan).

The EAS flux at the same energies detected by Cerenkov light in the

atmosphere is only slightly higher than the muon flux: the mean

flux at E > 2 TeV according to the Crimea data * is 1
#
8,10 cm

s"
1
 while at E > 0.5 TeV according to

 1 б
 it is 8.10~

11
cm~

2
s"

1
 (aee

Pig.1). Such a large ratio between muon fluxes and showers in the

17 IS

atmosphere cannot obviously be explained by gamma-ray» ' .

Other attempts to explain it also encounter with serious difficul-

ties (sea below).

IT) Underground muona are observed inside a solid angle exce-

eding the angular resolution of the detectors: 10°x1O° for IUSEX
(at the angular resolution &&£ 1°) and 3°x3° for Soudan (at

the angular resolution £0jri°). Such an angular apread (eape-
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eialiy large in the iiTJSEZ experiment) is in a sharp contradiction

with the hypothesis that primaries from Cygnus X-3 ere 'jf -quanta.

On one hand, ..he mean emission angle of e muon relative to the sho-

wer axis doec not exceed G^ '"pj./^. where p± is the trans verse

momentum of the parent decaying hadron. Ол the other hand, the re-

sulting anple due to multiple scattering of muon underground is

CD

where X±
a(
t~ 30 g/спГ is the radiation length of the rock, K^

is the path length of the rouon with the energy £ in the rock,

and Bg - 21 UeV. At £ - 1 TeV, /fa — 2.105s/cm2 19, both &k
and ф rxre of order 0.1° .

Two other known neutral particles, neutron and j.^utrino, con-

not resoive the above mentioned difficulties: neutron has too short !

life-time while neutrinos produce underground rnuon flux in the direct-
 :

ion With large depth of the matter (a more detailed uiscussion of

neutrino from Cygnua X-3 зее in refs. ).

?or these reanona new particles as a primary radiation from •

Cyt?iu^ X-3 art? now intensively discussed . if

An idea of photino аз primary particles froia Cygnua i-3 he» *

on ^
bee: originally forwarded in ref. *" . But the calculations oi the j

29 '

photino-nucleon interaction cross section •* and of photino gen'rat-

ion in pp-interaction •* showed that this idea could be realised

only at an unrealiatically high luiainocity of the source.

"Li£hl*, long-lived gliicballino (bound state of G!U-UK> and :[

t-luon) were conaidered in rofa. •̂'*̂ v- . Sucli pc.rticlea can explain

the EAS obucrvatione fron Сус«шз X-3 at iS )S. 104
-10

&
Qol» with the fee,t- /

uroo listed in i) and ii) but the predicted flux of underground
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muona appears to* Be by an order smaller than the observed one " .

One more possibility is a stable or quasistable particle with

strangeness 33-34
 # T n e i d e a e o e s

 ^ ^
 t o

 fitten'a paper ^
5
 where

a possibility of stable "quark nuggets" with strangeness was dis-

cussed. Attempts to explain the Cygnus X-3 radiation by strange par-

ticles meet two difficulties. The calculation of phase transition

In a star at collapse shows ™ that the star surface preserves its

usual content, ejection of strange matter from the depth of a star
ORJ
 is only a bold assumption. The lightest of the "strange nuggets

11

must be dihyperon suggested in ref, *'•' . Howover, as shown in ^
 t

dihyperon life time of the (ЛЛ) -*A»*-adecay i3 too short and it will

decay on the way from Cygnus X-3 to the Earth. Very heavy "strange

nuggets" as primaries from Cygnua X-3 are Impossible by virtue of

a general mass limitation obtained from a short duration of the ob-

served pulse 31-33
 t
 ^ дду

 с а з е
 «etpange

 nU
ggets" can provide only

explanation of Cygnus X-3 EAS; they cannot explain the large flux

of underground muona and the R^ -ratio in EAS.

Colour massless free gluons produced in pp-interactions at

high energies are considered in ref. •* as primaries. The only known

^attempt has been made here to explain both a large flux of under-

ground muons and their large angular spread observed in tae HUSEX

experiment (see above). This angular spread waa explained by the

scattering of primary high-energy gluons from Cygnua X-3 on the

relic gluon gas remained from the hot Universe. However, «a will

be shown below, such an explanation results in too large broadening

of the phase width of the aygnal from Cygnua X-3 caused by the

different path-lengths of gluons due to multiple scattering. let

us finally mention the paper •*' where the existence of ano—loua

resonant Уц & scattering woe assumed. However, as was noted
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by the authors of Ji themselves, it is excluded for the energies

under discussion by restrictions cm the masn of new intermediate

£$son which follow from muon decay.

2. Phenomenolorical Constraints on the Properties

of the Primaries from Cy^nus X-3 (Cyroets)

Unsuccessful attempts to explain the difficulties i)-iv) by

introducing new particles raise a question on the principal exis-

tence of such fl possibility. This problem ha? been already ana-

lysed in vcrious aspects in refs, *""* , a na especially in '
r»°»

and •* . The main difference between our consideration and

all the preceding олен is in analysing the constraints obtained

from the afiguler spread of underground muont; observed in the EliSSi

experiment using the reaulte cf the C£RK beam-dump experiment,

and (or) i.nvolving the limiting value of the Cygnue X-3 lumincsi-

ty. //e chooae the FJSliX data because tfiey are moct informative

comparing with other detectors and because the KU3KX obn-rvations

do not contradict the data from other underground installations.

The con3trsint3 listed bo low «re based on two physical ef-

fects: kine:xat;cr, of the cygnot-nucleon scattering and coherent

(w thin AT 4: 0.5 h) arrival of a particle from a bunch emitted

by the Cyr/ius X-3 "accelerator",

1) The life-time of the cygnet (C) at reut

Г
с
 >г/сГ • 1.3.Ю

6
(10

Ь
/Г )sec (2)

whore I ia the cy»5iet Lorentz-factor.

P) The cv^net «ia.?n (nee '•'» •'"• ••"» -31 and J l J ) .

?rtv c!i ГГс.а'псе cf tuc n r r i v n l t:'t.ic- о: ^удао!з w.th the e n e r g i e s E.

and £., is



г.

From requirement d t < T where Z" is the pulse duration on the

phase diagram ( Г я О.IT, T>4«8h) and assuming that the measure-

ment a are performed in the energy interval with E~ » E^«E
 w e t

^m
c
/1 Gev)<:0.5(2/10

4
 GeV) (3)

If the showers observed by the Oerenkov light at Б <*'1.1 CrGeV are

а1зо generated by cygnets, the recent information on the discovery

of 12.6 ma pulsations ^ imposes ever, more severe constraint on the

cygnet mass

m < 40 keV (4)

3) Electric charge*

The scattering cf a charged particle on magnetic inhomogenei-

tiea results in increasing of a time of flight and hence in dif-

idrent time-arrival of a particle with different energies. In

approximation of small mean scattering angle on inhomcgeneity

ft - г. /*„

where C
o
 is the mean size of inhomogenei ty and Я

д
 is th« I

radius of a cygnet in magnetic field the difference of the path

lenths of the scattered and rectilinearly propagating particles

From condition Л С < С V one gets for the Laraor radius



( , And therefore for electric charge Q Cin

tts of tlie ele

we get

the un-tts of tlie electron charge) at Нл-З.Ю"
6
6 and

Q 4 2.1O~
9
(E/1O

4
GeV) (7)

At Q«1 and E <— 10 GeV, the Larmor radius R
H
»20pc, so that even

the scattering on one £ «• 1pc inhoraogeneity results in the deviat-

ion angle fi£ л* 2.5е
.

If e cygnet is в neutral particle with a magnetic moment, the

angular deviation and time delay turn out to be very small since

tho force affecting the particle is proportional in this case to

the gradient of magnetic field but not to magnetic field as for a

charged particle, and the scattering angle on the homogeneity

losacs its proportionality to a large quantity €0 .

4) Scattering angle in the interstellar medium.

According to (6) the Increasing of the cygnet path length is

unambiguously connected with the mean scattering ang.a \в ^—^v
0

on the path from Cygnet 2-3 to the Earth. From coherence condition

&£<• С С we obtain

г/г) л 0.004° (в)

The suggestion made in ref. directly gets under restriction of

eq.(8): if the HUSKX result &&*>' fS 5° is accepted, then the

increase of the path length is &£&(?/ч)Ъ < ^ У fs 3.10
21
ca

which by many orders of magnitude exceeds С Г * 5.10 ''cm, allow»

cd by the conservation of the pulse duration.

5) Cross section of cygnot-nucleon scattering.

Let из consider rauon production in reaction C+A/yU+'X •

t, According to (3), the cygnet aaas (as well *• tht
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muon mass) we obtain for the 4-momentum transfer squared

where Б and E*. are the energiaa of cygnet and muon, respectively

and Ф is the angle between their momenta. On the other hand, we

have

(1С)

I
where r.Ur is the nucleon mass and X•& 2. • Prom (9) and (10) it |

follows

The constraint (11) is obviously valid also for the сазе when шиоп

is born at a decay of a particle produced in CH-scattering. If

muons are produced in the atmoephere, the energies of muona detec-

ted in the NUS12Z experiment are Eju^ 5 TeV and, as follows from

(11), even at x*1, (y < 1° in contradiction with the observed

& О 5°. The only pcaaibility to avoid this contradiction is to

аззите that the muon energies in the NUSEX experiment which are ^

not measured directly are in fact far less, i.e. b*. **• 1C0 GeV,

i.e. that muons ere produced̂ ŵie ground. ?or 100 CeV muona, the

raef» in the rock is л* * 4*10*g/cm
 7

 , i.e. conside-

rably less than the depth of the underground detector positiion

djjyg* 4,а.юЗ^/сп^ . Consequently, the probability for the cygnet

to reach this depth must not bt з м И . Thus, one comes to the

upper bound on the cross section of the cygnct-nucleon interact-

ion, 6",^ &10м{ which corresponds to the cygnet
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length R ^ >1.1.10
5
g/cm

2
. On the other hand, Cygnus X-3 was ob-

served in the FUSE! experiment during the longest time through the

depth x*=7.1O^g,cm
2
 ^ with no signal from the source being detec-

5 2
ted. It roust be interpreted as ^сд^б 7.1<rg/cm . Thus, we arrive

at the following constraint on the cross oection of CN-interaction

"!at the energies related to the NUSEX experiment)

2/**& (12)

It was implicitly assumed in inequalities (12) that in a CN-collisi-

on the cygnet lost a considerable part of its energy. If it is not

the сазе and a fraction of energy ( 4 Ы/Н) lost by the cygnet in

CN-colliuion is small, then &се</ *
11
 ^ ^ should be substituted by

leads to increasing of T

6. Groas section of cymet production in Nfl-collisions.

A constraint on the cygnet production егозя section in react-

ion p+p -* СФХ. can be obtained considering neutrino radiation accom-

panying cygnet flux fron Cygnus X-3» The idea is that the cygnet

production сгоаз ocction should not be too small, оt' ?rwise•the

"̂ c *~^u. neutrino flux from the source would be rauch larger than

the cygnet flux and will be the main source of underground muons

duo -o reaction *&, + Ы~*/U^X in the surrounding rock. Tho

latter is excluded by observation of the muon flux dependence on

the sen i tii -uigle.

I<ct u:? consider a model of a source where accelerated proton*

h:I the target transparent for cygnets. Assuming the power-law

apectrum or j roton&, the ratio of generated fluxe* or cy^acta with

IUI «iiergy hic.ii«r tiiuti ti and of neutrinoa with on energy higl?cr

liian Л can bv found аи
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lEc/e)'

where У" is the index of proton integral spectrum for which we

will use in what follows the value у «1.1. observed for the EAS

apectrum , coefficient 2 corresponds to two neutrinos produced in

the TT~yU~+C chain of the ^ion decay and 1/4 is the mean part

of the pion energy carried away by each neutrino, G" fpp'* CXj

in eq.(13) is the croas section of reaction pp~*CX averaged

over the proton spectrum. If muon ivtoractiOA underground Rj^

is much smaller than the mean depth гЦ„д=6.2.10 g/cm through which

the muon flux from Cygnua X-3 was detected in the NUSEX experiment

, one can write

-2 5Г/0

where E
(
, ±з the minimal energy of cygnets responsible for generat-

ion of ̂ he muon flux jjj ~ 2.5.10 cm ̂ s , detected in the

Ш5ЕХ experiment, J^{>E^) is the flux of cygnets at the Earth's

surface and ttf{СМ~*Л*Х) is the probability of nuon production

in CN-collision.

The flux of muons with an energy higher than E generated in

the Yn N -*мХ scattering underground can be found from calcu-



V.

Here IVH*^
 i s t h e ~ 1 и х °" ^ * * ^ neutrinos on the Earth's sur-

face, 61 = 4.54.10"^'cm2 and GP - 417.10"' :1еУ~~ ere Р*:-.! солс-

tants in differedt units, /^ = 6,02.10'" is the Avo_r&drc rsuraber

and rijj = 0.94 GeV is the nucleon KUSS; tne table o: values of func-

tion X

the data "" * one can write for the neutrino induced rauon flux the

restr ict ion j/J-V/"^< 1.Ю"1 гсю"2з"1 .

Prom (13),(14) and (15) we obtain the lower limit for the

in given in ref. " ' for different ^ and £.

ratio -г С Х)/&(рр t ТГ*Х)

The fact,- *• m GF

very weakly on the muon energy £ within the interval 1 GoV-1 TeV:

К лг 6.1О"6 . Iteking use of (fy) б *> € and we

obtain at Л, i^, E
c N

this Section) and ff*)() &Э0

(see paragraph Ь of

1 7 )

At а пюге rcaliatic value ~0-1 we find

The lower limit of cross suction Sfff*"*^^) can be also

notl Ггос аз trophy's -.cti conui derations bO3fd on the upper l i -

a i t оГ proton i.isinoaity oJ* the eouroe in Cyc^ua X-3. Such a con-

u:dcration load:: lo oolir.tuto.-. close to (17) and (1S).
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Recall that Е„ is, generally speaking, an unknown parameter

involved for interpretation of the HUSEX experiment, namely, e

characteristic enei-gy of cygnets responsible for the muon flux ob-

served in NUSE2. From С17) and especially from a more realistic

estimate (IS) it follows that E. cannot considerably exceed 1 TeV,

otherwise, the croso section SlpjQ-* С X/ becomes unreasonably

large.

3. Cygnets and accelerator oypi=..-ri:r.gnts

Thus, we have proved that cy^ne» muct be quaaistable (2), re-

latively light (3) and strongly Interacting (12).

Let us now turn fco laboratory experiments ;vhc-re a particle

with the listed above properties could be observed. The moat expli-

cit manifestation of the cygnets should be sxper.ted in the bears-

dump experiment (b-d) , The r.oheme of this experiment is vei^y

similar to the scheme cf underground nucn detection from Cygnus X-3.

Let us assume that the cross section of cygnet production in fc-d

experiment is of the same order as in the Cygnus Z-3 target. Since

the cygnet mass is small end, an was shown in the preceding Seci-

ion, their energies are not much higher than those in b-d oxperi-

laento, such an assumption seems to be reasonable. Korecver, the

energies of muons are just the same in both experiments. And fina-

lly, the found contradictions with the b-d experiments turn out to

be so large, that to eliminate them the production cross sections

in these experiments must differ by 5-6 orders of magnitude. If

cygnet3 are produced in pp-colli3ior3 directly (not via a decay of

some intermediate particle}, the ratio of лшоп flux produced by

cygnets y\^ to the rouon fluac ĵ fc** generated by "prompt* neut-

rinos (i.e. by neutrinos produced in the decays of charaad partic-
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les) , for the b-d experiment can be roughly estimated

•)
as

where c/f-ef is the total depth of the absorber (iron and the

ground) in the b-d experiment. The sign of inequality in (19) cor

responds to the cose when the depth of the target in Cygtvus X-3

ie of order R Q
H
 • Unlike the b-d experiment, where prompt neutri-

no flux dominates, the Cygnus X-3 neutrino flux is mainly due to

IT and K-meson decays and therefore

where for the product of tht charm production cross section and

the C-*yt*A*X decay branching ratio we used the b-d data

S(pp ** CCX) &t^Ctf^A.b*Q^/t^
 4 O c

 . From (19) and (20),

making use of the BUSSX data ' , according to which/Au/ЗА)#
Т* С p C O '

dtfus • e«2«10^g/ca and taking Hc«. « 5*107g/cm'* (see parag-

raph 5 of the preceding Section) we obtain

If we use the constraint on (j^AjL )^
и$
 fro» the calculations of the

Cygnus 1-3 neu%ino flux
20
"

24
 , the lower limit (22) will be by a

factor of "• 30 atron&cr, i.e.

' V* omit in (ip) and (20) the factors which take into account the
part of tiie energy transferred by proton •.« sccondcry particle.
Тпезе factors are taken into account in numerical «atiaata (11).



(21b)

Since the nraon flux observed in the b-d experiment i3 proved to be

generated by neutrinos from decays of charmed particles, eq.(21)

excludes direct generation of cj'gnet3 with the above properties.

The disagreement (21) can be eliminated assuming a cygnet tc

be produced in pp-colli3iona not directly but from a decay of a new

Hypothetical partial
0
 f] with hhe short life-tijue U^ ao that

it does not decay on the interaction length, in a dense target in.

b-d experiment. The life-time can be easily estimated from require-

ment Т}г Cfa/ff, >/0* (or ЗИО if the calculated neutrino flux

from Cygnus X-3 is used), W7 ~ ( ̂firv'Vis the interaction length

of /7 in the copper target (n*5.10
24
cm"-^and Y

n
 - B

n
/iM

n
 i

3
 the

Lorentz factor of П in b-d experiment. Using the natural const-

raints &
nf
/ < /0*4and fa ~ 10

2
 we get T

n
>-i0 S (or

T
n
> 3.10~

3
э). The exaitence of a particle strongly interacting with

nucleons but decaying with a life-time much larger than characteris-

tic decgy times of weak interaction seems to be ertrereiy unplau-

sible. The discussed possibility ia alao implausible by virtue of

the following consideration. To avoid disagreement (21) the cross

section of the cygnet direct production pp -* CX muat be several or-

ders of magnitude less than the cross section of the process лр+ПХ.

However, the сгозэ section of рр-»ПХ cannot be large because of

the large таза of П (of order of a few GeV), Therefore, we arrive

at a very small cross section of pp-*£X which is inconsistent

with the derived above &
сы
 ~й~*&/*£.

Another possibility to avoid disagreement (21) ia to азаш*

that cygnets in Cygnus X.3 art generated only with hieh energiea
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В ~10*-10'GeV but as a reault of their interaction with nucleons,

muons are produced with energies not higher than £*± **• 100-200GeV.

Then cygnets cannot be produced in b-d experiment «here the primary

proton energy is far less. The suppression of the cygnet product-

ion in b-d experiment cannot be caused Ъу tAe cygnet mesa since

she constraints on their mass (3) kinematically allow their product-

ion at E »400 CeV and the margin of 5-6 orders (21) compensates the

P 4 5
cross section decrease at the energy variation from Б /•»" 10 -KrGeV

p
to E»4.10 GeV. Therefore, in this variant it would be песеззагу to

аззите the exintence of аоше absolute threshold of the cygnet pro-

duction at E ^1Cp-.10
4
Gey( \fs = 50-150 GeV). As a whole, we

do not see a possibility to include a particle with such proper-

ties into framework of conventional interaction theories,

4. Constraints on the c.vaaet generation cross sections.

when the data on the angular muon spread are not

taken into account.

The conclusions obtained in the preceding section were based

on the angular spread of muons observed in the NUSEI experiment. If

these data are not taken into consideration, the conclusions will

not be so definite. In this Section we obtain constraint* on the

cygnet generation cross sections using the astrophysica.1 restriction

of the luminosity of the source in the form of accelerated protons:

L < L _ U £ 1 . 1 0 erg/a. Besides, we will aasuat the power spectrum of

accelerated protons» The adopted value L is very large and does not

agree with conventional astrophyaical concepts* nevertheless, we

talc» such LQ since at its smaller values the underground аиов data

cannot be explained and one should admit SOB» «here soae exotic

possibility - either In particle physics or in astrophysics.
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To obtain a constraint on the cross section

divide the whole range of cross sections ff'£C/V'*/*X) into several

intervals.

a) Very large CN-cross sections exceedoi^; the cross section

of CH-scattering ( &сЫ "£* 1 barn). Though such cross sections can

hardly agree with our understanding of strong interaction physics,

we will still consider thie case since It has been discussed lu

ref. •* . It 6"^y£.1 barn cygnets interact mostly at hich altitude

in the atmosphere, where the gas density is small and even high

energy charged pions can decay. Owing to thie fact, one could think

that muon and EAS fluxes in the TeV region are equal, and, second,

the observed low energy muon component of EAS with £„ ~ 10-10 GeV

can be naturally explained. However, since the gas density in the

atmosphere decreases with height exponentially, the pion or Icacn

free path (l_;n+) increases with the CU-сговв section only logarith-

mically. The following formula can be easily derived for the rerti-

can direction:

€i*t ~ ft* & [-£*f +*J {2г)

where H «8.5»10 cm - the height of homogeneous atmosphere. To exp-

lain the muon flux in the JTOSEX experiment within the hypothesis

of very largo CK-croas section one should assume that as a result

of Cef-scettering K-mesons are predominantly produced and their free

path «я /*/10 times larger than at the usual atmosphere depth.

Then one getb from (.q.(32) that (T
w
i1i10 и • -uch a cross

section requires s too large luminosity of the source. Indeed, the

cy«nets ere emitted from • target surface layer with • thickness

v . ~> Wljif
 лпА

 ^btrefore the lunliuwlty L should be increa»



1?

sed in son^sr-laos. with the photon агазагоп case in ^С
л
, /

times. It is forbidden froio sstrophysical pr-j'at of view. Besides,

to diminish the 2A5 flux produced by photons (i.e, in other nroi.>,

to Iseep She ratio Jp/^s 'У*,
 az

 *
iie
 observed value) one mu#t

use the extremely «xotic assumption &*(pf* ~* CXj » &"(/'/'-*&°X/ *

°)
 !

^л/ it 1 M& ' At these cross sections the Earth's at-

wjpnerc! ia non-transparent for cygnets and consequently the aiuons

observed in lIUSEi' experiment are generated in the atmosphere and

their energies are t.
M
 £".. 5 TeV. SAS are also generated by cyg-

nets, Since the integral spectrum of SAS decreases as С ,

У =i«l anu at £, £ 5 TeV ths fluxes of muons and 3AS are appro-

zuribtsly equal (see FLQ. 1), then a natural assumption that шиоп

carries aw&y a rather small, say, 1/10 fraction of the cygnet

energy tiuruj out to be in. disagreement with experiment. To avoid

rhis disagreement one has to assume that jnuon is al..aya produced in

Gil-interaction and that its energy is Еж~ tZg^j,
 л
( / £

It should be eiiiphaaiaed that such a hypothesis is extremely

•.: :piauaible: to justify it one hsd to adopt that the strong Gli-

irt.2r3ct:Lon is dominated by inelastic process CS -*C'Z (but not*

by elastic or quasielastic processes CK -* Cli) and that С decays

aniy Into JUУ . Nevertheless, we will adopt thiS" hypothesis and

using astrcphysicai constraints on the proton luminosity of the

source L will estimate the cross section б~(рр -* СX) . The

number of protons with kinetic energy B, emitted by a pulsar per

a second can be found as
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.-.;• re L ;s the pulsar luir.̂ .-\osity in acc-.Jerated protenc. The num-

ut.r of cygnets with energies nighc-r than Е„ emitted by Cygnus Z-3
С

vur и second is

d£ si(/S)"4 is the total cross section of pp-scatteriag, с

\s а Г ruction of energy transferred to cygnet by proton, ~C
C
/T

ii; the ro-io of pulae duration to the period, x is the depth of

the target in Cygnus л-3» Rgjj is the cygnet range in the matter.

(.?or sx;..,iicity we take into account in this formula only one col-

lision of a proton with the target). To suppress the proton flux

from Cygnus X-3 one should assume that x/JW «1i -Ve get froro (23),

(24) for the cygnet flux at the top of the atmosphere

г

where _£2. ia the solid angle within which the proton3 ore emitted,

*2, " 4.10*" cm is the distance to Cycnus X-3» The factor //""eC /

wi'.ere ^ 5; 0.5, is tht fraction of primary energy carried away

by recoil proton in pp-collieion, takes into account multiple pp-

collJi:io;JE In tne target of Cygniw X-3. Let us take E e* 2 £ ^ *

- 10 TtV, J ( > ii.) = jfA ( > 5 'reV> * г . ^ . Ю ' ^ с а " ^ " 1 , « «t CoV,
*/'» " с

L, -i Ь л * Ю**-сгс/з, С < 0 . 1 , JCI «1. Then we obtain from (25)

The crosa sectioa of the су^и-t product".•-•:» et J -» 1<4: TeV Is

rfttiicr lurgu. In order fer «Uf;:» a particle not :o be olstTved .:i



eccelerator experiments at E ^O.S TeV, the energy dependence of

the cygnet production crosa section in pp-coiiieion must be very

strong. However, it is quite unlikely due to small mass of the

cygnet (m. < 0.5 GeV - see eq.(3)J.

с) fc s~l&0to4*
 A
* these croas sections auons are generated

mostly underground while a probability of production of EAS by a

cygnet in the atmopshere is л-О.1. Therefore, not coining into cont-

radiction with equality between fluxes of muons and EAS we may

adopt a natural hypothesis £ ^ ***> 0.1 E , so that in the NUSEX

experiments ~M** 5-*l° TeV, E c ^ 50-100 TeV and the energy of
c

priraary protons E > TO-'TeV. Formulae (24),(25) and derived from

then» numerical estimates remain valid with the minor modification:

in this case the photon flux can be suppressed eve*t at x/^W << 1.

Consequently, we have instead of (26)

It should be remarked that the assumption of iaotropic emission

of protons in Cygnua Z-3 ( -^2- a1) is here much more critical than

in the preceding case. Indeed, if one takes as an extreme case

JX*~ 0.1, then one has instead of (29-) G(ff"*tX)
p
2#Ъъ

Bearing in mind that the cygaet mass in this case can be rather

large - of order а Гсл GeV, such a cross section does not look too

large. (For instance, it is more than an order of magnitude smal-

ler than the gluino pair production cross section for a ness m «

* 3 GeV - see •* ). Furthermore, it ia not necessary in this vari-

ant for the muon to be produced in every Cl-collision. Introduction

of йс(СЫуЛ)~0.1, which results in increasing of <?frjt-*CX)

by «a order of oocnitude, is also not still excluded* If In the

latter case б'(№+Сх)~кОО^{ at B
p
 ̂ MCpfeT we « « the eel-
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culated in ret. * energy dependence of Pp~*$$ сговз section to

estimate the croee section value at E «v 1 TeV, we obtain

jg >*irtV ~ &1 Zyttj».
 #

 3
ac
h a cross sec-

tion of the cygnet production together with ^сы"^^
 e n d w i t i l

other properties discussed in this Section stem to be not excluded

by the laboratory experiments»

d) (Т̂ дг ~tO/u{ . ?or cross sections of this order b-a expe-

riment constraints become valid. If E
c
 * 1 TeV, we con literally re-

peat what was said in Sec.3. If E
c
 » 1 TeV, e.g., E —'1O

2
TeV

t

then the corresponding conclusions can be obtained by aome extrapo-

lation* Ignoring for a while the energy dependence of

we may, analogously to (19),(20), write

/V

where (Гfa &'->/*X) ̂  1O"
36
cm

2

nucleon-neutrino scattering at the neutrino energy £•*, —100 GeV

typical of b-d experiment* Vhe constraint on the croaa section

(f//o/a •* СX) can be easily obtained from (25): for $
G
~- Ю^ТеУ

CX) fc J.***'* . Then for d
b
_
d
»1.4.1O

5
g/cra

2
,

Ify* and &(f-/> -* Cd X ) в г (С

one obtuins from (28)

21 seeme Impossible that 6"{f*/i ~* CX) .псгсазсэ by ? orders or

magnitude In the energy interval 400 CoV < К < IG^TeV. Thus, the

conaidercd here CM-orone sections, l ike «mailer ontu diucui.';d in

See.3 v

 Qre in oontrediction with the rouulU of Ь-d cxpcr.ncnl.
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Gross sections &(,#£ lj/ui contradict the zenith angle

dependence of the muon fiux in FJSEi experiment.

5. Conclusions

The observational data on the aigh energy radiation from Cyg-

nu3 Z-3 determine the following properties of primaries (cygnets):

1) the life-time is Г
с
 > 1.3И0°( Ю / Г )sec where Г is the cyg-

net Lorentz-factor, 2) the mass is (п̂ /Т GeT) < 0.5(B/10*Ge/), where

В is the cygaet energy; at S /*•* 10^GeV at which a period of 12 ms

seems to be found, the mass constraint is much stronger,m
fi
 < 40 fceV;

3) the electric charge (in the units of electron charge) is Q <

«i 2*1Q~'{E/1C QeV); 4) the cygnet mean scattering angla acquired on

a way from Cygnet Z-3 to the Earth due to any process ox' multiple

scattering is \)<&
г
> < 0.004° .

From ifUSEX observations of underground muons (the angular

spread of muons within the 10°x10° box on the sky sphere and the

Cygnus exposition time as a function of the depth of txie matter)the

cygnet-nucleon interaction cross section is estimated as &£# —

or larger if the cygnet looses a email fraction of its

energy in one collision.

NUSEX constraint on the muon flux generated by neutrino
'ill —12 —2 —1

•у. с 1.10 cm a
 t
 results in the lower limit of the cygnet produc-

tion cross section <5"(pp-# CX) > 10(E
c
/1 TeV) Mb % where E

is the energy of cygnets responsible for the muon flux observed by

NUSEX (the angular spread of muons in the 10°x10° box requires their

production to be underground)» These conai-raints become stronger:

by a factor of 4 when, using a more strong constraint of HUSSX on
the muon flux neutrino j£ < 2.5*10 ^cm a t by an order of

magnitude when using the realistic assumptions on the £Ш-*

scattering and by a factor of 2-3 when uaiag the constraints on
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the luminosity in the form of accelerated protons in Cygnuc X-3

(L < 10
42
erg/s),

Particles with such properties should be observed in the beam-

dump experiment. Extremely ftsotic assumptions are required for the

cygnet with the listed properties not to be detected in the beam-

dump experiment or in other accelerator experiments.

If not to use the NU5EX data on the angular spread of muo.is,

one can obtain the lower limit for б*(/>/* + CX) , the cross section

of cygnet production in pp-interastion
y
 from upper limit of "proton

luminosity" of Cygnue X-3 for which the value L
Q
a 1.1 Cr ers/s can

be reasonably considered. The values of C+H -члл+Х crosu section,

which are involved in the analysis, were considered in the very large

interval from r*-10~ cm down to <*» 10"^ cm (the smaller values are

excluded by the observed absence of muons from Cygnus *-3 at large

zenith angles in underground experiments). It can be stated as а I

result that for all values of '1?(tNi/bX) the values of 6*(fp-CX) [

and other cygnet, properties provide the u< tectobility of these par-

ticles in tbe accelerator experiments. The only open possibility

correspond» to t^
A>

gt E_ «-> 10-*TeV and m
c
 of several GeV. Note, however, that

neceasary aetrophysical assumptions for this possibility arc not at

all harmless: !•_ ~ 10* erg/e and JX*-0.1 are needed*

In a case any exotic possibility we have note considered is

realized or the oourc* luminosity Is higher than w« have assumed,

#e can still asucrt tuat a c^gnbt must be a ^tron^ly interacting

but penetrating particle effectively producing muonu. "Ъсие proper-

ties allow the search for cygneta in collider data or in «pec al

•xpcriMnto ai S *» 100-1000 C*V.
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